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REFEDS attribute release wg & eduGAIN policy
New "GÉANT Data protection Code of Conduct for SP in EU/EEA"
- Based on the comments received in 6-8/2012
- Supporting documents for the Code of Conduct for SP
  - Thanks to Nicole, Peter, Leif, Thomas, Chris and Andrew for comments!
=> Substantial simplifications

https://refeds.terena.org/index.php/Data_protection_coc
Key Changes

Code of Conduct for SPs:
- Allow use outside GÉANT (e.g. locally in federations)

Supporting documents for the CoC:
- Use Entity Category attribute to indicate compliance
  - SP or Home Federation asserts
- Don’t expect SP’s to sign (ink/digitally) the CoC
  - Just a link from SP’s Privacy Policy document
- Reduced mandatory SAML2 metadata requirements
  - MUST: the EntityCategory, mdui:PrivacyStatementURL and RequestedAttributes
Code of Conduct documents

- Normative
  - GÉANT data protection code of conduct for SPs in EU/EEA
  - Entity Category Attribute for the Code of Conduct
  - SAML 2 Profile for the Code of Conduct
- Informative:
  - Introduction to Data protection directive
  - Introduction to Code of Conduct
  - Managing data protection risks
  - Privacy policy guidelines for Service Providers
  - What attributes are relevant for a Service Provider
  - Data protection good practice for Home Organisations
  - Federation operator's guidelines
  - Handling non-compliance
  - Notes on Implementation of INFORM/CONSENT GUI Interfaces
Public call for comments

- Starts NOW and ends 31st of Dec, 2012
- Covers all Code of Conduct documents

- Email your comments to edugain-policy-comments@geant.net
  - Please use the comment template available in the URL above
  - Comments and resolutions will be published
Innovation through participation

Code of Conduct pilot with the CLARIN community

- Goal: to ensure the Code of Conduct is
  - Legally solid: solves the attribute release problem
  - Technically solid: can be implemented
- Home Organisations in the pilot:
  - Utrecht university (SurfFed)
  - Institut für Deutsche Sprache and DFN (DFN-AAI)
  - University of Helsinki (Haka)
- Service Providers in the pilot:
  - MPI in Nijmegen (SurfFed): Isocat and metadata component registry
  - CSC (Haka): LAT
  - Institut für Deutche Sprache (DFN-AAI)
  - Tübingen university (DFN-AAI)
- Pilot to end in 12/2012
Backup slides
Very short introduction: Data Protection Code of Conduct

- A legal statement made by an SP on its privacy practice
  - Derived from the EU Data protection directive
- SP indicates its commitment to the CoC in SAML metadata
- Home organisations (in EU/EEA) may feel more comfortable to release attributes to the SPs that indicate compliance with the CoC